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I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
This document constitutes the Second Quarterl_, Progress Report
submitted by ADCOM, Inc. to the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center under
Contract No. NASS-9011. The work covered here was performed at ADCOM,
Inc. between I October 1964 and 31 December 1964.
The primary objective of this_rogram is to demonstrate the feasibility
of reducing the noise threshold for demodulating FM signals at least 3 db belo_
the threshold experienced with a second order PLL demodulator whose design
is optimized for best threshold performance in demodulating a given signal..]
The prev:ious effor_ on the program has been concentrated on thelevalua-
tio_ of the current state of knowledge of the most promisingI_reshold reduction
techniques and on the analytical study of some of these p-omising techniques,
as well as on,the design and instrumentation of the experimental test set-up._/
This report presents the logical continuation of these efforts. On this basis:
Section II of this report presents a synopsis of the results and con-
clusions reported in the main body of the report.
Section III presents and evaluates the performance of several band-
dividing techniques motivated by some of the limitations found in the original
work of Akima.
Section IV presents the experimental effort on the program which con-
sists of the completion of the automatic test system and the implementation
and tests of second order loops.
_/Section V discusses the synthesis of higher order PLL demodulators.
Section VI finally outlines the work plans for the next iuterval.
1
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II. SYNOPSIS OF RESULTS
The present section summarizes the results and conclusions of the
sectlons that follow.
Section HI is concerned with the study of several band-dividing tech-
niq les. Each filter of the original band-dividing bank proposed by Akima
requires a minimum bandwidth from transient response considerations. This
m_imum bandwidth limits flue ratio Bf/Bif of the individual filter to the i-f I
bandwidths, and hence limits the m-tuber of filters and the achievable threshold
improvement of the Akima (norroverlapping) filters. Moreover, the filter band-
•_idflu Bf has the same functional dependence on the modulation index and fre-
quency as a second order PLL demodulator, and comparable coefficients, so,
that the improvement capabilities of the Akima system, even in the absence
of mis-selection effects, are expected to be inferior to those attainable by the
PLL demodulator fn ¢,uestion.
A possible approachto overcom_ this difficulty is to have a filter band-
width narrower than that required to capture the signal, an idea which suggests
_e study of a PLL band-dividing bank where each i-f division is the pull-in
range of a loop. The system constraint is that
max rate of × acquisition << pull-i_
frequency change time range
and the analytical study of this condition shows that the bandwidth required for
each PLL in order to satisfy this constraint is so large that the performance
is inferior to a second order PLL demodulator.
On this basis, we turn our attention to schemes that do not rely on the
ratio Bf/Bif for threshold improvement, i.e., where the output FM signal is
not obtained through some sort of discriminator operation but is treated as a
signal parameter estimation problem. A maximum likelihood FM demodulator
,
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that processes the output of a band-dividing filter bank is characterized for
the case of no-memory processing. This estimator can only be simplified
when the fi!ter 'outputs do not ov_ lap but in this case the transient response
constraint will yield a sinai' .,umber of filters that span the whole i-f. A
simpler sig-aal estim_' ..L1teclmiq,_e based on an _interpolation of the outputs
of three filters uescrFued,
Finally, the effects of mis-selection noise are studied by substituting
the simple case of Akima by another one where a large amount of overlap is
assumed for the two adjacent filters relative to the other ones that are further
apart. The two cases are thencompared on the basis of their mis-selection
noise performance.
Section IV describes the experimental effort. The automatic threshold
curve plotter has been successfally completed and its operation is summarized.
The second order PLL iS also presented and Particular attention is given to the
loop filter designs ,in accordance with the optimization discussed in the previous
report. These PLL's have been implemented for .nodt_laticn indices of 10, 20,
30 and some sample threshold curves that corr, pare-iheir performance to that
of a conventional FM demodulator' ar_e obtained with the automatic test system.
The large index improvement capabilities of the pLL is clearly indicated, as
well as the disappearance of this impro,,ement as the index is reduce_,. The
theoretical logic behind these results is explained and the use of higbex ,,L-tier
loops is motivated.
Section V presentstthe des:_gn of higher order lo0p filter_ f: z' :_e cases
of sinusoidal and rectangular-spectrum modulatir_ _ignals. The =,::rd order
loop optimization for sinusoidal modulation is presented and two a',ternate filter
designs are given._ Also, the optimum realizable PLL transfer f_mction for
the case of a rectangular message spectrum is approximated by a third order
filter and properly modified to yield a d-c path in the loop. Onc e the :t.oopfilter trans-
fer function is found, its synthesis by an active RC network is discussed and design
parameters are given.
4
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ITT. ANALYTICAL STORY OF BAND-DIVIDING
DEMODULATION TECHNIQUES
_. I Introduction
The band-dividing system of Akima I shows a SNR improvement over
conventional FM demodulati=n. This improvement is based on the use of a
smaller predetection bandwidth than that required in conventional FM
which is obtained by dividing the predetection i-f by means of a filter bank,
identifying the presence of a signal in one of the filters and demodulating the
individual filter output in a conventional way. If thu cozrec% filter is always
selected, then the SNR (and threshold) improvement Is given by Bif/Bf, where
Bf is the filter bandwidth. The presence of noise causes incorrect filter selec-
tion thus reducing the improvement capabilities.
The filter bandwidth constraints for a CW sinusoidal modulation were
2
evaluated in the First Quarterly Report from transient response considera-
tions and it was shown that this bandwidth was of the same order of magnitude
of the conventional second order PLL demodulator optimized for this modulation
This result is independeut of the degree of filter overlap and of mia-selection
noise considerations. It states that based only on the signal tracking require-
ment, the SNR (and threshold) improvement of the Aknna system is comparable
to that of the second order PLL. When mis-selection noise is also considered,
then the band-dividing performznce would be worse and this seems sufficient
evidence to direct our approach toward other solutions.
In particular, it should be noted that tb?se results will be applicable
to any band-dividing s¢,_-:me based on a filter band followed by conventiotm/
FM demodulation, i.e., where the SNR improvement is given by Bif/Bf for
high SNl_ The actual filter selection scheme cap only alterthe mis-selection
noise performance, i.e., the extent to which the m_ximum improve "__ent of
Bif/B f is approximated.
5
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3.2 PLL Band-Divid_g
Another technique based on band=dividing consists of having each i-f
band division to represent the do'able-sided pull-in range of a PLL whose
free ,running VCO is at the center of the division in question. If *,he i-f divi-
sions (pull-in z'anges) are orthogonal and span the whole i=f band, then a
signal frequency that remains long enough within the pull-in range of a loop
wiil be captured only by that loop. On this basis, the i-f bandwidth equals
the product of the pull-in range of a loop times the number of loops required
to cover th£ whole i-f. The overall system is completed by the inc)nsion of
a decision circuit to seiect the proper loop and a signal extractor to reproduce
-- the modulation. The interestin this system lies in the possibility of providing
an i=f division w_dth (pull-in range) significantly larger than the noise band-
- width of .thefilter (PLL)._ In order to compare this technique with other methods,
-_he minimum noise bandwidth_ required for each loop must Le evaluated.
" --. ;In analogy with the passive filter bank, a necessary condition for the
signal reproduction is that the signal frequencyvariation during the acquisition
time remains within the pull-in range of the toop in question. .._ general, one :
can distinguish between two acquisition modes for a signal with arbitrary phase
.O_mmmics. The first case consists of the semi-instantaneous acquisition of the
_ig_ so.thathedi_er_c_betweenthesignal_r_quency-att_=o .--.datt= tcq
-is-very small relative to the pull=in range) as shown in Fig. 1. This case
--may_ibe.treated analytically as tahe acquisition of a constant frequency step
":"_'l_ _ - o_1 _ ¢_0-_2. (3.1)
Noti¢'_ that even in the case where
and • _"
-%i>%n-i. -
:The p_1_i=inrange ofaPLL is definedaS the maximum constantfrequencyatep,
" referred tO the free running VCO, tha _ c_ be required.
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the analysis makes sense since it is just a question of whether a given loop
or its adjacent one acquires the signal. The second case consists of the alter-
nate possibility where the difference between the signal frequency at t = o and
t is comparable to the pull-in range, as shown in Fig. 2. The analysis in
_tcq
this case must include the actual phase fluctuations formulation and it becomes
very complicated due to the nonlinearities involved in the acquisition process.
Still, one can note an undesirable feature in this case. Consider the possibility
of
J_°l- c°ol < _pull-in
and
Jc_2 - Wol > _pull-in
which should happen rather frequently for the case in question and is character-
ized in Fig. 3. It is noted that even if the adjacent loop were to acquire,which
is not certain, th? signal is lost during the transition time to the adjacent loop.
VCO olG
! .,o
WO Wl
Sl_: SIG
/ /
- , ! 1 ,o ! o<t<tacq
w0 c¢1 w_ t
/
u
acq Title
e 2_Pull in ' _ if, soy,
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This phenomenon was not relevant in the first case sinc_ these transitions do
not occur frequently because acquisition takes place before the signal has moved
away, and whenever they occur, the transition time is of the order of the acqui-
sition time. It is evident that _he second acquisition mode seems undesirable
from reliability considerations and that the first mode is thus desired. The
acquisition requirement for sJm:,soidal modulation is then
max rate of acquisition pull-in
x <<
freq change time range
(6¢_m2) (tacq} (_pull_in)
The analysis that follows assumes a conventional second order loop
2
having the set (K, B , a) as design parameters. The acquisition time of an
frequency step by such a system may be approximated by
D 2/ a(2-a)2 B 3, (3.2)
n
where f_isthe initialfrequency shiftin rad/sec, as long as _ issufficiently
smaller than the pull-inrange. A more detai]edplotofthe acquisitiontime is
shown inFig. 4. interms of(K, T1, _r2)and isbased on the analyticalwork
of Richman 3. (The acquisitiontime resultsof Viterbi4 are but a specialcase
ofthese curves.) As _ gets closer to the pull-inrange, the actualacquisition
time becomes increasinglylarger than thatgiven by the previous expression
and finallytacq = oo for _ = _pull-in" Therefore,
2 _2 suff
6 _ x << _'1 for _ < _'1 (3.3)
m a(2-a) 2 B 3 pull-in pull-in.
n
The worst case for acquisition occurs at _ = _pull-in" Even though
the previous formulation is not valid at this value, it is still of interest to use
fl = _l because if an undesirable performance results, as will be the case
pull-in
one can then claim that the actual performance is even worse and conclude that
the system is inferior to other techniques.
9
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/, The pull-in range of the second order loop in question is given by 5.
fl.pull_i n _ _/2(2-a) 2q,aK (3.4)
so that the acquisition requirement reads
B 5[2 >>_ 2_ 6¢o 2 (3.5)
n _(2-a)3/2 m
so that using a factor of 10 to account for the much greater sign and setting
a = i which gives a near-optimum behavior, then
K 1[4
B > 1.2 (_-) _- m cps. (3.6)n
n
A comparison with the optimized second order PLL demodulator 2 shows
that each PLL in the bank requires a noise bandwidth equal to Or larger than
that of a single PLL processing the whole i-f signal since K >> B . Notice
n
that the K parameter for the PLL bank is established from the steady-state er-
1
ror _ = O]K so that using _ < _- radish (certainly an upper bound), for instance,
K > _ 1 _ K for f_ = 12 a = 1 (3.7)
- n pull-in'
or
1[412" 1.2(_-_-) > > 1.7 (3.8)
so that
B > 2 _ ¢o cps (3.9)
n m
which is comparable to the noise bandwidth of the single PLL demodulator.
This result seems to be sufficient evidence to discard the conventional
PLL band-dividing scheme, particularly if the aforesaid correction for the acqui-
sition time is accounted for. This statement must be revised if faster acquisi-
tion capabilities are included, such as VCO sweeps (which is probably undesired
because of the on-off synchronization complexity and noise performance) or
* The derivation of this result is rather complex. On this basis, it is better
to give the reference than to try to summarize tk,e analysis.
11
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non-sinusoidal phase detectors (which could decrease the acquisition time
by a considerable amount and thus be desirable).
3.3 Band-Dividing Demodulation: Signal Estimation Techniques
The results of the previous sections show that the individual filter band-
width constraints derived from signal acquisition considerations limit the per-
formance capabilities of systems whose SNR improvement is based on the ratio
of the i-f and filter bandwidths. These conclusions suggest that we direct our
approach towards techniques whose SNR improvement is not strongly dependent
on Bif/B f at a first glance. As a simple example, consider the case where the
output signal is a quantized wave.r'orm obtained by selecting the filter with the
signal from the i-f bank and developing a quantum level in accordance to the
filter selected. It is evident that such a technique would require a large amount
of filter overlap from resolution considerations and a more promising method
would consist of estimating the signal frequency from the output of more than
just a single filter. The sections that follow are concerned with these inter-
polation techniques.
3.3. t A Maximum Likelihood Band-Dividin¢ FM Demodulatiql_
This section studies the operation of an FM demodulator that
uses the outputs of a bank of filters for demodulating an FM signal. After dis-
cussing the characteristics of the noise and signal terms at the outputs of these
filters we describe a maximum likelihood estimator which processes the filter
outputs to obtain an estimate of the desired FM.
3.3.1.1 Signal and Noise Characterization
Let h (t) represent the complex envelope of the impulse re-
sponse of the filter located at the "center" of the bank of filters. Then h (t) e jTy
represents the complex envelope of a filter removed y cps from the center filter
(assuming that our reference or "carrier" frequency for the definition of com-
plex envelopes is chosen equal to the center frequency of the center filter). In
the absence of noise the output (complex envelope) of the filter located at v cps
is given (apart from an irrelevant factor of 1 ] 2) by
12
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Y(t, u) = fs (t - _)h (_)ejTrP_d_ (3.10)
where S(t)is the inputsignal( ,omplex envelope). Similarlythe outputnoise is
given by
Z(t, v) = fN(t - ()h(C) e jwr( d( (3.11)
where N(t) is the input noise. If we momentarily consider the possibility of a
continuum of filters, then Y(t, v), Z(t, v) are random processes in two independ-
ent variabies (t, v) which describe the signal and noise outputs of these filters.
Since Z(t, vl is derived by a linear operation on N(t) one may
assume Z (-) to be a gaussian process if N (') is. The autocorrelationfunction
of Z(t, v) is given by
Z (t, v)Z(t+ r, v + _)
= ffN*(t - _) N(t + r - 7?) h*(_)h(n)e -j2_ [y_ -(P+a)_d_/
= fR(r - o) H (_, C$ ej2_ri''v dcr (3.12)
where R(v) = N (t) N(t + v) is the autocorrelation function of the input noise and
* eJ2_r_7/H(cT, D) = fh (v-_)h (W) dw (3.13)
may be taken as the ambiguity function of the filter impulse response.
Assuming that _he filter outputs are examined at the same time
instant and that the noise is white wi+,h unit power density, the noise correlation
function of interest is
Z* (t,v) Z(t,v +O) = H (0,_)
--fIh 12e dE
fH* (f)H(f - O)df - RH (04 (3.14)
where H(t) is the center filter transfer function ( lowpass equivalent). In view
of Eq. (3.14) the process Z (t, v) with t fixed is statistically stationary in the
variable v when the input noise is white.
13
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We turn our attentionnow tothe signalterm Y(t.v). We shall
brieflystudy the conditionson the filtercharacteristicfor an inputfrequency-
mooulated signalso thatthe outputdifferslittlefrom the quasi-stationaryoutput.
Itis desirableto explicitlyindicatethe group del_typrovided by the filter(at
zero frequency). Thus let
h(t) = kit - A) (3.15)
where /_ is the filter phase slope at zero frequency and k (t) is the impulse re-
spouse of a hypothetical filter with zero phase slops at zero frequency.
In the case of FM or PM the input signal can be represented by
S(t) '- e jq(t)" so that using this representation aria Eq. (3.15) in Eq. (3.10) we
find
Y{t,v) = fej[¢(t- - C) + 2_rv_] k (_ - &) d_
= ej[_(t-/_) + 2rval fej[_(t-_-al-_(t-aIl+j2_V_k(_)d_
(3.16)
and upon using the definition
R(t, _) = _(t-_) - _ (t) +__ _ (t) (3.17)
we find that
Y(t, v) = e 21r _,_, vl io. zol
where
K (.) is the transform of k(t) and
Elt, v)=e
t. .J
R(_) dE. (3.19)
Itmay be recognized thatthe firstterm in Eq. (3.18)isthe
quasi-stationaryportionof the outputsignal. The magnitude of the error term
is bounded as follows
14
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I
!
-- 2 l k(_)l d_. (3.20)
so that a sufficient condition for small distortion assuming K(o) = 1 is
I T TR(t-A, _') << 1 fc.' -_--<'_'< _- (3.21)
where ]k(t)I is assumed tobe negligiblefor t outsidean intervalof durationT
centered on t = o. Assuming thatthe indicatedderivatives exist, thenR(t,_)
has the expansion
N
R(t,_) = _ (__)n d__ + (__)N dN@ (e); t- _ < O<t (3.22)
n ! dtn N .i dONn=2
which leads to the sufficient condition
_,2__J d2_'(e)J" I << 1 for. m2<_'< T__ t-_ < 0 < t (3.23)
2 d02 2 ' • "
and least tight condition is clearly
2 (3.24)
dr2 <<
Fox..*hecase of sinusoidalmodulation given by _ (t)= 6 sin _o t
m
then Eq. (3.24)becomes aftera slightrearrangement
f 2 T 2 << I__!__ (3.25)
m 26_r2
so thatfor a large modulation index the product f T must be very much lessm
* When _ (t)isa random process Eq. (3.23)and Eq. (3.24)are not so con-
venient. In such a case one should replace Eq. (3.21)by
,/In(t-_. OI_ <<I Z T
J
' -_ <_< 2
15
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than one if the sufficient quasi-stationary condition Eq. (3,24) is to hold for
sinusoidal modulation. Even for values of 5 of the order of unity Eq. (3.24)
implies that f T << 1.m
3.3, 1.2 Signal Estimation
In terms of the hypothetical filter with zero group delay we may
represent the output of a filter with center frequency y as
w (t, V) = [ Z(t,_)+eJ+(t-/_)K(v- t_LT._"_2,g]exl:,:[j2_rvA3 (3.26,
where the noise
Z(t, u) = .fN(t - g - h) k(g) e dg (3, 27)
has correlation function
Z$(t, u) Z (t, v + f_) = fK (f) K* (f + _) df (3: 28)
assuming N (t) to be white and of unit spectral density.
If 2 N + 1 equally spaced filters are available we may state our
estimation problem as follows: given the 2 N + 1 random processes w(t, kF);
k = o, ± 1... + N, then determine the frequency modulation _ (t)/2_.
/
An obvious heuristic solution to this problem arises from the
observation fllat the magnitude of the signal component in Eq. (3.26) has a
maximum at
+ _ (3.29)y(t) = Ymax 2_r
where
Max ] K(I_) I = ] K (Uma x) I- (3.30)
V
Assuming a symmetrical unlmodad filter
v = o (3.31)
"" max
and the signal component has its maximum magnitude at the filter whose center
frequency equals the "instantaneous" frequency of the input. Thus: neglecting
16
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noise, one possible estimation procedure is to determine I w (t, kF) I and by an
interpolation procedure estimate the value of v for which i w(t,V) I is maximum.
This value of v, say P(t), will be an estimate of _ (t-A) 2_r.
Unfortunately there is no proof that this procedure will result in
an optimum estimate of the input frequency modulation, We shall determine an
optimum procedure for the particular case in which the outputs of the 2N + 1
filter are examined at the same time instant, i. e., a no-memory processing of
the filter outputs. For convenience in notation let
z(t,v) = z(v)
2.-'r
w (t, v) = w(v) (3. 321
so that
-j27rvA ej _W(v) = w(v) e = z (v) + K(v - _') (3.33:
-j2_rvASince 5 is known we may assume that w (v) e - W (¢) is
observed rather than w(v) alone. A study of Eq. (3.33) reveals that ifw(v)e j2_u
were known for all values of v, the problem of estimating _ would be formally
identical to the problem of determining the position of a pulse of known shape
but unknown phase (assuming _ unknown) and position in stationary colored gaus
sian noise of autocorrelation function given by Eq. (3.28).
Since w(v) is known only for a finite set of values of v our prob-
lem is a sampled version of the above problem, namely: determine the position
of a pulse of unknown phase and position in stationary colored gaussian noise by
observation of a finite number of periodically spaced samples.
Using vector and matrix notation, we define the observed filter
outputs and the signa?and noise terms as
17
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W(F)
W = W(o) (3.34)
W(-F)
Z(F)
z = Z(o) (3.35)
z(-F)
• 3
KCF-_ o)
[¢(_o)= K(-Co) (3.36)
K(2F-/: o)
$
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so that the observed vector W is given by
= Z + ej_ K(_o ) (3.37)
when the parameter value _ = _o"
This problem of optimally estm-iating _ may be solved in two
steps. First one may determine a linear transformation of the set of samples
(i. e., W) which will yield independent noises and then one may solve the simpler
independent noise case. Since the linear transformation is reversible no infor-
mation is lost and the overall optimization problem will remain unchanged
if we deal with the transformed variables. Let the noise whitening trans-
formation be denoted by T, the transformed samples by W', and the trans-
formed noises by Z '. Then
_w = Z--I + eJ_ W K(/:o) (3.38)
whe re
W'= TW
Z t = T Z, (3.39)
In the transformed problem the noises are independent and the
ootimization problem is considerably simplified. Standard statistical techniques
may be used to obtain minimum mean squared error or maximum likelihood
estim xtes. Thus it may be shown that the maximum likelihood estimate of _ is
given by _ below,
_ IN , 17.= Max ( _nl I _ w_ s k (_) - _, I Sk(_)l 2} (3.40)
o -N _ -N
where {Sk(_)} are the elements_ofT K(_)
TK(_) : , S_l(O (3.41)
I
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and {Wk} are the elements of W w,
W-7 = Wll (3.42)
w !
O
!
W
The first sum in Eq. (3.40) represents a determination of the correlati,_n be-
tween the transformed input and expected signal while the second term is a bias
term depending upon the energy of the transformed signal vector. The function
I ° [ ] is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order zero. One may
interpret the operations _ n I (J !) as a nonlinear envelope detection operation•o
A block diagram of the maximum likelihood estimator is shown
in Fig. 5. Since this estimator processes the- _ilter bank outputs at the same
time instant, i.e., since it is a nc-memory processing, further processing
which involves filtering operations can be expected to reduce the noise still
N
further. The m_st obvious processing of _ (t) would be a straightforward filter-
ing to the known bandwidth of _ (t).
One may formulate a more involved optimal estimation problem
that involves general processing of the f_Ater bank outputs with memory. It ap-
pears that such processing is too complicated to be of practical importance.
Even the scheme of Fig. 5 is rather involved. There is one specialsituation
in which the operations in Fig. 5 simplify, namely, when the impulse responses
(and thus transfer functions) of the filters are orthogonal. In.such a case the noises
at the filters outputs become independent and the transformation T is unnecessary.
|k Jr
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If in addition N is chosenlarge enough so that the set of vah, es (K (k-G); k= o, ± 1,
•.. ± N} represents a closely sampled vers:on of K(v-()fo r any expected range
of values of ( then the bias term becomes independent of ( and may be removed.
I'x] is monotonicall) related to x a simple envelope detectorAlso since 9 n I°
will be satisfactory.
3.3.2 A Simple Interpolation Scheme
If the above procedures are too complicated it might be advisable
to consider a simple interpolation scheme which examines the set _ I w(t, kF) j ;
k = 0, ± 1,... ± N} of envelope detected outputs from the filter bank anclforms
a smooth curve approximating Jw(t,v)i. The value of v at whichthis approximan _
has its maximum would then be an estimate of _ (t-A)/2_. For such a procedure
to be effective the frequency separation F between adjacent filter center fre-
quencies should be sufficiently small so that K(u) varies little for changes in v
of this order of magnitude. In addition, of course, the SNR must be .mfficient/y
high.
We consider a quadratic interpolation scheme which involves
passing a third degree polynomial through three adjacent points. There is no
need to do this fur all triplets of points but only for _.he triplet which sur_--ounds
the desired maximum• Thus one may first determine the filter whose envelope
is maximum and then select as the desired triplet the outputs of this filter and
the adjacent filters. In the event that the maximum envelope output occurs at one
of the two end filters, the two adjacent interior filters should be used• Our
discussion ignores this end point situation which is readily handled by slight
modifications of the procedure discussed below.
Since the interpolation operation is a no-memory operation, v
need not introduce time in our discussion and we may use the abbreviated no _a-
tion of Eqs. (3.32) - (3.34). Let
Etv) =- [w(v)[ (a.43)
AOM
be the continuous function which is sampled by the filter output envelopes. For
convenience in discussion, suppose that the desired triplet of filters is centered
on v = o and let
E(-F) --- E
E(O) - E
O
E(F) - E+ • (3.44)
2
Then, if f(y) = a v + by + c is tile quadratic passing through the points (E,- F):
(E o, o_ and (E+, F), it satisfies the equations
E = aF 2 - bF + c
E = c
O
E = aF 2 +bF + c. (3.45)
+ _-
The coefficient c is given directly and the coefficients a and
b are readily computed as
[ 1 "E+ - E_ -=E(o)b = 2F _ du v = o
(E+- E o) -(E ° - E_) 1-- i d__)_ _1 E" (o)
a = "_ 2 [ j =22F 2 dy 2 u = o (3.46)
where the approximations indicated are valid for sufficiently small F.
One may readily determine that the maximum value of f(y) oc-
curs at
v = 2a 2 E+ + E_ -2E ° j E(o)
It follows from the above that if £he filter which has the maximum output envelope
has a center frequency located at y = kF, the location of the maximum of the
interpolated function, y, is given by
^ [ . E+E" - E+ ]+E_ - 2E
u = F K+ 1. (3.48)
O.J
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3.3.3 Effect of Mis-Selection Noise in Systems with Filter Overlap_
In any band-dividing technique which 3elects the filter with
maximum output, and regardless of whether or not a more refined estimate
is subsequently made, noise power is produced due to filter mis-selection.
Akima calculates this mis-selection z_oise power for a system in which the band-
dividing channels are orthogonal. He assumes that the correct channel is
selected with probability q and each oi the remaining N-1 channels have prob-
ability p of being mistakenly selected. The result of his calculation is that
the mis-selection noise power is given by
N (N 2 - 1)
= P (3.49)Pn2 12
As a first attempt, we will modify the problem by assuming that
the two channels adjacent to the correct channel have higher probability of being
mis-selected than more remote channels. This is a good representation of the
situation where the fr¢:quency responses of adjacent filters are overlapping to
some extent. Thus, we let
qc = probability of selecting the correct channel
qa = probability of selecting either adjacent channel
pt = probability of selecting either one of the other channels.
With these assumptions we will calculate a new value of noise power P t andn2
compare this with Akimats result. First we will compute the expected value
of the channel number actually chosen (i), assuming that _he signal actually
th
occurs in the j_ channel.
i = [I +2 +... +N - (j - 1) -j - (j+1)3 pm
+(j - I) qa + jqc + (j +l) qa (3.50)
or,
•- _ pV _ 3 jpV + j (qc + 2qa) (3.51)I = 2
24
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Now we use the fact that
(N - 3) p' + qc + 2qa = 1 (3.52)
to eliminate the quantity qc + 2qa with the result
- N+I
N+I _ (j_ __ ) (1 - Np') (3.53)
z 2 2
This isthe same resultas AkLmaes, except thatwe have replaced p with p',
and some considerationcan show thatthiscould have been predictedfrom the
symmetry ofour probabilityassignment.
Next we note that, as in Akima's work,
)2 .2 r2! -- (i-] = 1 - 1 (3. 54)Pn2
= F 2 22 N 2 .2 (j+l)2 lp, +(j_l)2qaii + +...+ - (j-1)2-j -
2 2 r 2
+3 o + (j+l) qa - 1 . (3.55)C
Expanding and collecting, with the use of Eq. (3.52) and the relationship
12 +22 + +N 2 = _N (N+I) (2N+l), (3.56)
"'" 6
we have
p. = N (N+I) (2N+1) p' +j2 (1-Np') +-i 2 +2(q a - p). (3. 57)n2 6
Now we restrict ourselves, as Akima did, to the noise power in the absence of
modulation. Hence,
N+I (3:5 8)j - 2 "
This in turn implies, from Eq. (3.53) that
N+I
T - (3.59)
2 "
Substitutingthese two relationsinEq. (3.57)we find
P' = Nve(N2-1) + 2 (qa - p') (3 60)n2 12 " "
25
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This is the desired result and for purposes of comparison we form the ratio of
Pn2 and Pn2 (from Eq.(3.49)}:
' p t_. r qaPn2 24 ] 24
- L1 + . (3.61)Pn2 P N(N 2- I) j N(N 2 -I) P
When this ratio is greater than one, performance of the system with overl_,p is
inferior to performance of the system without, when the ratio is less than one
the reverse is true. We note that with Eq. (3.61) and Eq. {3.52) we have four
variables, p'/p, qa/p, qc/p, and P'n2/Pn2, any two of which may be con-
sidered independent. In Fig. 6 we treat pt/p andqa/p as the independent
variables and enly the contour P'n2 / P n2 = I is drawn so that curves for 'various
values of N may be included. Above Lhis contour (for a given N) performance
of the system with overlap is inferior to the system without; below the contour
i* is superior.
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i IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The present section discusses the experimental c _fort up to date and
includes some sample curves of conventional and se:?nd o:der PLL demodu-
lator performance, as well as a discussion of the results,
4.1 The Automatic Threshold Curve Plotter
The automatic test system is essentially similar to that presented in
the Firs+, Quarterly Progress Report. The system provides a direct compazison
of the threshold characteristics of a test demodulator t:o those of a conventional
oneto better than ± 0.5 db. Its performance has been successfully checked.
A block diagram of the test system is shown in Fig. 7. The sinusoidal
FM signal is generated from an ultrastable audio oscillator, added to wideband
noise and filtered with a four upole filter whose bandwidth may be selected to
fit the signal characteristics as desired. This composite i-f signal feeds a
linear driver amplifier having a peak capability of + 20 db, and is then demodu-
lated.
The composite baseband output is filtered by a LPF whose bandwidth is
also ad_ _le to the signal characteristics. The signal level is held constant
with an AGC loop within + 0.1 db. The resultant output is notch-filtered to
separate the signal and its harmonics from the m, ise and the resultant spectrun
is detected on ah audio logarithmic amplifier so that its output is propr .:tional
to audio SNR and directly readable in db. This output forms the Y-axis of the
X- Y plotter.
Meanwhile, the noise level of the composite input is controlled by feed-
ing the wideband noise into a linear-to-db, continuously-adjusted attenuator
which is swept at 0. 2 db per sec by a motor, and a d-c signal proportional to
the db attenuation provides direct calibration of the input SNR and forms the
Y-axis of the X-Y plotter.
29
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Monitoring is done throughout the system to assure that the periodic
calibrations hold constant for the duration of the test of interest.
The choice of i-f bandwidths for given modulation characteristics is
now discussed. For a sinusoidal modulation of index 8 and frequency m
rad/sec, the required i-f bandwidth is selected in accordance to a preset dis-
tertion criterion. The common rule of thumb of 2 (5 + 1) f cps approximatesm
a 10% distortion requirement and becomes improper for tighter tolerances. If
the distortion required is between 1-10%, the aforesaid rule will require a
correction factor smaller than 2 for indices 5 > 1. The test system uses i-f
filters with 3 db bandwidths of 20, 50, 100 and 200 kc which should be sufficient
to span the range of 5 = 1 - 100 forf = Ikc.m
4.2 The Second Order PLL
A block diagram of the second order loop is shown in Fig. 8 and the
circuit diagram in Fig. 9. The transformer turns ratio in the phase detector
is chosen for maximum sensitivity while still maintainingthe number of second-
ary turns below self-resonance, the sensitivity in question being 1.5 volts per
rad. Meanwhile, the VCO uses a variable capacitance diode in a paralleltuned
oscillator circuit, this diode in question chosen for its linear characteristic and
reverse biased to the center of its linear region. A field effect transistor is
also used in the VCO to provide a high input impedance to the tuned circu£..
The amplification stages that _ollow provide isolation and gain to produce 1 v
rms into the 50 _ phase detector input impedance. The overall VCO linearity
is shown in Fig. 10 while its amplitude vs frequency characteristics is shown in
Fig. 11. The VCO sensitivity is 500 kc/volt.
The ]oop filter design is now presented. Thelag network transfer func-
tion can be written in terms of the (K, Bn, a) parameters introduced in the
First Quarterly Progress Report as
S1+ --
1 a Bn K
Z
F(s) - 1+_2 s 1 + sK ' B n >> a (4.1)
a(2 -a)B 2
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Fig. 8 Block diagram of second order PLL.
where _'1 = R2C and '1"2 = (R1 + R2} C. It was shown in this report that opti-
mum performance for a sinusoidal modulation of index 5 and frequency _r_
rad/sec is achieved by using
a " 1 (4.2)
B = /5__5 ",)1/2 (4.3)
/ m
n % _c _ cps
where _c is the critical phase error in rad and the following approximations
are assumed:
K____>> 2a (4.4)
B.
n
n In
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Fig. 9 Schematic of PLL.
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B 4 B _.
>> 12-3al J- >> 2 (4.6)
m m a (2-a)
103 _cFor the case where _ = 2_r x rad/sec a = 7r/2, and 6 = ],;, 2C,m
30, the loop filter design governed by Eqs. (4.1) - (4.6) can be summarized as
follows:
B _'1 r2n K>
10 35.6 kc 7.1 × 105 2.81 x10 -5 KI"I 2
-5
20 50.2 kc 12.1 × 105 1.99 × 10 Krl 2
30 60.8 kc 17.7 x 105 1.64 x 10 -5 K_-I 2
The experimental threshold curves for these systems are shown in
Figs. 12 - 14 where the second order PLL perforrn_4nce (PLL 2) is compared
to that of a conventional demodulator (STD) for the z,pecified test conditions.
The threshold reduction capabilities of the secou rder PLL are evident for
6 = 30, and they disappear as the index gets smal_er, qhis b=_-havior is com-
patible with the analytical results. The second order PLL ul_esho!d ,_,as
characterized in the First Quarterly Progress Report as
S 1.75F 2 1/2
_ _ _ (4.7)
_c512 m
where F is the noise error crest factor and _cthe critical peak phase error
that characterizes the threshold in accordance to the noise error statistics.
An analogous expression for a conventional FM demodulator reads
S (4.8)
2_ 7 Bif
where _ is the input SNR at threshold and Bif is the input noise bandwidth incps
The i-f bandwidth required to pass a given sinusoidal modulation'depends
on the distortion tolerance as discussed in the previous section. The actual
36
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Fi,g. 12 Second order PLL performance for 5 = 30.
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variation of Bif with the index 5 may be approximated as linear for dis-
i" tortion measures of 1-10% and indices 6 > 1 so that for very large indices
• the 5 1/2 dependence of B yields a narrower bandwidth than Bif and then
threshold of Eq. (4.7) is lower than that of Eq. (4.8). As the index is re-
duced, this effect disappears and at certain indices no improvement exists.
It should be finally noted that improvement at lower inOices can be obtained
if the B dependence were (5 1/k where k > 2 (as long as the oroportionality
n
CO'_fficAents are reasonably similar), and this represents the motivation for
third and hi_her order loops.
1965015393-045
V. HIGHER ORDE2 PLL DESIGN
The present section summarizes the logical design of the tnird order
loops being synthesized at ADCOM.
5.1 The Third Order PLL
An approach similar to thac of a second order PLL can be used in
the logical design of the LPF for a third order loop in the presence of sinus-
oidal modulation. This filter is characterized by
s s 2
i + rlS + (r3s) 2 1 +a_ + bB-'B-'2n n
r(s) = = (5. l)
4s)2 "1 + r2s+ (r 1 + _-2s + I{s°3
cB
n
K K
where _-n >> a, -_ >> b,r 2 , and
n
2ab c b
a+2 = -- + + - (5. 2)c b a
and the interest is to choose K, Bn, 1"2 and any two of the three parameters
(a, b, c), the other one being defined by Eq. (5. 2). The optimization is much
more complicated than for the second order loop and it was shown in the
First Quarterly Report to yield
= ( 7___5)1/3 cpsBn
_m (5. 3)
under the conditions listed above and
B 2
(_._£n) (5.4)K >> 2c Bn (_
m
K 2 c2 2 B 4
.... 2 >> B ( l"--!) 15.5)n
I + (r2¢om) m
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B 2 2
n ) >> b- 2a (5.6)(_---
m
B 4
) >> ac - 2 b 2n( _--'- (5.7)
m
B 6 1( n) >>U"- "_ (5:8)
r.1 C
In order to meet these conditions and sti!" yield a reasonably large
value of c so as to get a small noise bandwidth in (5.3), the following two
= _r[2, ¢_ = 21r × 103 rad/sec:cases yielded a promising design for _c m
Case I: a= 0.3, b= 0,18, c = 0,216
6 B T "_ -r4n K >> 1 T2 3
10 37.kc 0.5 x 106 9 × 10 .-5 "-- v1/ _7, : r4 ,/_ 3.o2J_ XlO"
20 46.7 kc 106 7.15 xl0 -5 J2r 4 rl/,]2 2. I3_"K ×10-
30 53.4 kc 1.6 x 106 6.25 x 10 -5 ,j'21-4 _'l[J2 1.75J_ x 10-7
Case II: a= 10, b= 5, c = 10
6 Bn K _1 _2 % r4
10 10.2 kc 107 9.77 _ 10 -6 10 .4 4.3S x 10 -5 9.63 x 10 -4
20 12.9 kc 107 7. 76 x 10 -6 10 -4 3.47 x I0 -5 6.85 x 10 -4
30 14.8 hc ..,0"I 6. 78 xlO -6 10 ..4 3. 15 x I0 -5 5. 8 x 10 -4
Both of these cases ".esult h, complex zeroes and poles for F(s) in
Eq. (5.1) so that an RC passive realization is not possible. The feasibility
of either a passive RC o," an RLC realization are presently uader consider-
ation. The p_ssive RC realization is a special case of _.hc more general
one described in the next section.
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5.2 The Cptimum Realizable PLt,: Case of a Rectangular Spectrum
The optimum realizable PLL for the case wi_,ere the message spectrum
is given by
f ,/2 , Io,I <
S (¢0): < (5.9)
m _ o , !_1>
was derived in the First Quarterly Report and its performance was evaluated.
A series of approximations to the optimum loop were considered. These
approximations are specified by
( _)2n + I
H(J¢o)'21 1 + A62Ii
-- 2n (5.10)
1 + (_)
where H(s) is the closed loop tzansfer function, A is the intrinsic SNR, 5 is
the modulation index and _ is a parameter chosen to optimize performance
for a particular n. The performance evaluation previously mentioned shows
1
that n= 3 yields about 1_ db of threshold improvement over an optimized
secon '_ order loop at 6 = 10. The necessary calculations to proceed from
Eq. (5.10) to a piece of hardware are now discussed.
5.2 1 Determination of the Closed Loop Transfer Function
We first rewrite Eq.(5.10) it. the form
6
1 + ('_-)
[1 - H(j_)[ 2 = [1 - H(j_)][1 - H(-j¢o)] = 6 (5.11)
(1 + A521[I +(_1 ]
wh_ce
fl, =
(1 + A8 2)
1/6
6
Next we ::ote that the factors of 1 + x are given by
.it+ix) (1 - jx) (I +jx- x2) (I - jx- x2)
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and assigningallsingularitiesin the RHS ofthe complex plane to 1 - H(-j_)
and the remainder ones to i - H(j_),we find
2
. (D (D
[1 +j(_-?)][1 +j(-_,_.) - (-_7_.)]11
- H(j_)= (5.12)
• _o _)2
Jl +A5 2 [i +j(_)][l +3(_) - (_ ]
Transposing and using the expression for fl'we have
H(j_) =
Now we have determined the closed loop transfer function except for the
parameter B which should be chosen so as to minimize the mean square
2
loop error (_ The contribution to loop error due to distortion is given by
52 x
Var[e_td(t)]- a f [l"H(J_)12d_ (5.14)
O
which for Eq.(5.1G) yields
52 _i)6
Var [eld(t) ] - 7 (_ 15.15)
for (_)3 << 13/7 and A5 2 >> 1, where the first condition is always met for
Eq. (5.15) less than unity and the second condition is also satisfied for above-
threshold performance.
Meanwhile, the contribution to loop error due to noise error
is given by
Var [ ej_n(t) ] -- 2-L _o• Aa f IH(j_)[2 d_ (5.16)
O
From Eq.(5.13) we find that
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+ - - 4[ A_-6J_+A.°](_)1
IH(j_)l 2 :
(1 .A52)[1 + (_)6] 15.17)
so that inserting Eq, (5, 17) into Eq. (5.16) we find that
516
Var[e_n(t) ] = _r(_/t_) [5(1+A5"') - 6(1+A02) + 1] (5.18)
3A(1 + A52)
If we now define a parameter X(A52) as
X(A52) _ [5(1+ Ab 2) 6(1 + A62)5/6-- - + 1] (5.19)
3(I + A52)
we can rewrite Eq. (5.18) as
Var[e_n(t)] - X(A52)A (_) (5.20)
The total mean square error is given by the sum of Eqs.
(5.15) and (5.20):
2 _ b2 _._)-6 X (_)a 7 (a. + A (5. 21)
so that differentiating tiffs with respect to (_--) and setting the result equal to
zero, we find that the minimum occurs for
6 A52
1/7
-_(--) --- (_ _ ) (5.22)
and substitution of this into Eq. (5.21) gives
617 2172 7 5
a = (_X) ( _ ) (5.23)
2 l(rad)2.A proper choice for the threshold is cj = Substitution of this value
into Eq. (5.23) gives the equation of the threshold curve of the optimized de-
modulator as
45
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A 3
6 = 4. 95 × 10-3 (_) (5.24)
IfX were a simple function of A52 we could plot the threshold curve immedi-
ately. The sLmplest method in the present situation is to use the following
procedure:
2
a) Assume a value of A6 , say k, and draw the straight line
(plotting6 versus A in logarithmic co-ordinates) corre-
2
sponding to A6 = k.
b) Use the definition of X(A62) given by Eq. (5.19) to calcu-
late X(k). Then draw the straight line corresponding to
Eq. (5.24) with X(A62) = X(k),
c) The intersection of the straight lines drawn in (a) and (b)
is a point on the desired threshold curve. The procedure
may be repeated with different values of k to give the com-
plete curve. .
This procedure has been carried out to give the threshold curve in Fig. 15.
From Fig. 15 we can read the values of intrinsic signal-to-
noise ratio (A) at threshold for loops operating at any desired modulation
indices, the values for 10, 20 and 30 lisLed in Table I. The values of A
and 6 may be inserted into Eq. (5.19) to calculate the corresponding value
of X; this in turn can be used to calculate (_]t_) from Eq. (5.22). These
values, which are necessary in determining the transfer function to be syn-
thesized, are also listed in Table I.
Table I
LOOP PARAMETERS AT THRESHOLD
6 10 20 30
A 16.7 db 18.1 db 18._ db
(B/_) 2.71 3.42 3.91
46
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Fig. 15 Threshold curve for thirdorder loop f._ers.
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5.2.2 Determination of the Open Loop Transfer Function
In the preceding section we determined the closed loop
transfer function H(j¢0) in terms of A, 6, and (B/m). We wish to build
systems which are optimum at threshold for a given modulation index. The
values of A, 5, and (BI0t) listed in Table I are appropriate for these require-
ments. Therefore, by inserting a set of these values intG Eq. (5.13)(and
using m= 2_. 1000 cps as the experimental modulation frequency) we obtain
a numerical expression for the closed-loop transfer function which we wish
to synthesize. However, since we will be synthesizing only the loop filter
transfer given by
sH(s)
F(s) = K[ 1 - H(s)] (5.25)
so that for the H(s) given by Eq. (5.13)
s "-l+aSz1 - 1+2<_+ -
F(s) : --
K s 2
We can write this in a more compact form by defining some new time constants
as
A' sT_ 1 + sT 1 + s2T1T2
F(s) = A -- (5.27)
o A 1 . sT 1' +s2T1 ' T 2' 1 + sT 3
As it stands, F(s) does not provide a d-c path. This will be
necessary to keep the center frequency of the VCO from drifting away from
the carrier frequency. For this reason we modify F(s) to include a d-c
path: as
A' 1 + sT_ 1 + sT 1 + s2T1T2
F(s)
= A o-_- • (5.28)
1 + sT_ + s2T_T_. 1 + sT 3
With this definition of the time constants we have the following equivalences:
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-_- = 1 +AS - I = Total loop gain (5.29)
2 dl +A82- _1+A82 (5.3o)T1 =
B dl+A 62 - 1
_ 82
T2 = 1 dl +AS 2 3_l+A (5.31)
d;+A52, 6u/1 + A 62
, 1 6/1 + A52T3 = T 1 = T_ = -_ (5.32)
' = (we muat choose this sc that sT_ >> 1 except atT 3
frequencies near d-c}
Using the values of A, 5, and (B/(_) from Table I -,re may calculate the values
of the ti'.,le constants shown in Table II.
Table II
TIME CONSTANT VALUES
8 ( 10 20 30
A' r
KAoT_ -_- 67.5 160.1 262
T 1 1. 121 x 10 -4 9.03 x 10 -5 8.00 x 10 -5
-5 -5 -5
T 2 4.72 ×10 3.93 ×10 3.53 ×10
T 3 2.41 x l(j -4 2.53 x 10 -4 2.62 x 10 -4
T_ 2.41 xl0 "4 2.53 x 10 -4 2.62 × 10 -4
T_ 2.41 ×10 -4 2.53 X 10 -4 2.62 x 10 -4
T_ 1.00 X10 -2 1.00 x 10 -2 1.00 x 10 -2
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The problem of synthesizing a network having the transfer
function of Eq. (5.28} may be approached in many different ways. The
approach chosen here is to design an active network including an opera-
tional amplifier. With the arrangement shown in Fig. 16, the overall
transfer function is given by
F(s) = A Z'(s)
Aop >> 1 (5.33)z-rZO
This will be identical to Eq. (5.28) if we let
1 +sT_
Z'(s) = A' (5.34)
+ sT{4" s2TI'T_..,1
and
+' + 1 + sT 3
Z(s) = /_ (5.35)
1 + sT 1 + sBT1T 2
f
---_ Z'ls). •
-I Eli} '"
,
-+
,., +,
,.! :+ + ,
,1
¢
-,- Fig. 16 Configuration of active filter network.
I (
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To synthesize the impedance Z(s) we choose the circuit configuration shown
in Fig. 17a _. (We must use a configuration which allows complex poles. ) For
this circuit, the following relations hold
R1 = A (5.36)2
ATI(T 3 - T2)
-- (5.37)
R2 2 _ TI(T 3 T2)]4[T3
2 _ TI(T 3 T2)]4[T 3
C 1 - AT 3 (5.38)•
T 1 T 2
C2 -- AT 3 (5.39)
Using these equationsand the values ofthe time constants, T 1,T 2, T 3 given
in Table I!we can calculatethe ¢omp_)nentvalues suitablefor the different
modulation indicesand these are tabulatedin Table Ill.
• Table III
COMPONENT VALUES FOR Z(s)
5 = I0 5= 20 8= 30
R 1 0.5A_ 0.5A 0.5A
R 2 0.150A 0.I081A , .0899A
6.03 x 10.-4. 7.07 x 10-4 7.71 ×10 -4
_ C1 ....' A /_ A
2..0 x10 -5 1.402 x lO 5 1.078 x lO "5
C2 A --- A A
Landee, Davis: and Albrecht, "Electronic DesignerS' Handbook," McGraw-
Hill, New York, 1957.
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_ m
Rt R1
Circuit of Zls)
'_ c_
R'
R'
%%'.,
c_
J?.. Circuit of Zls}
Fig. 17 Circuits for synthesizing impede.rices.
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The parameter A may be chosen so that these component values are of
reasonable magnitude,
To synthesize the impedance Z'(s) we choose a different
circuit config_a_ation (Fig. 17b) which gives more reasonable component
values in spite of the large value of T_. With this circuit we have the
following relationships:
A'
R' = -- (5.40)2
_[_T_- T_(T_-T_)]
c_ -- A,T_ (s. 41)
C_ = A' ' (5.42)T 3
Ti T_
C_ -- ,. ,A T3 (5.43)
Substitution of the time constants from Table II into these equations gives the
component values listed in Table IV The parameter A' may be chosen so
that these component values are of reasonable magnitude.
Table IV
COMPONENT VALUES FOR Z'(s)
6= I0 6= 20 6 = ['_0
R_ O. 5A' O. 5A' 0. 5A'
3.95 X 10 -2 3.95 ×10 -2 3.95 x 10 -9.
Cl' A'...... A, A' -
4.70 x 10 -4 4.94 x 10 -4 I 5. I0 x 10 -4
C_. -- A' ..... A' , ,[ A' J
C_ 5.81 x 10 -6 6.40 x10 -6 [ 6.86 x 10 -6A' A' A'
53
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One final observation based on Table II is that the o_ly
loop parameter which is strongly dependent on the modulation index 6 is
the loop gain. This suggests the possibility of designing a loop which will
operate well at different mod,_lation indices with adjustment of the loop
gain only.
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VI. OUTLINE OF WORK PLANS
The work plans for the next intervalare briefly outlinedin this section.
6.1 Theoretical Work
a) Study of the band-dividing analysis [.,resentedby S. Dariington
in his B.S.T.J. paper.
b) Stn_dyof the possiL_ilityof using Bode f_Itersin the PLL demodu-
lator.
c) Study of non-sinuso_dal phase detector characteristics that could
be used to provide a threshold _--eduction in the PLL demodulator.
d) Study of threshold comba[ing techniques based on the suppression
or attenuation of the effects of the "impulses" that occur near
,hreshold in FM demodulators.
6.2 Experimental Work
a) Completion of tbP second order loop threshold tests.
b) Synthesis of the third order loop filters iOllowed by the correspond-
ing third order loop tests.
c) Experimental study of the threshold performance of an FCY (fre-
quency-compressive feedback) system existing at ADCOM and
designed for FM threshold reduction.
d) Implementation of promising non-sinusoidal phase detectors and
threshold combating techniques in accordance to the _'esults of
the theoretical study.
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